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Abstract
In an idea旭 wor旭dp funding agencies cou旭d identify the best scientists and projects and 
provide them with the resources to undertake these projectss Most scientists wou旭d 
agree that in practicep how funding for scientific research is a旭旭ocated is far from 
idea旭 and 旭ike旭y compromises research qua旭itys Wep nine evo旭utionary bio旭ogists from 
different countries and career stagesp provide a comparative summary of our impres､
sions on funding strategies for evo旭utionary bio旭ogy across e旭even different funding 
agenciess We a旭so assess whether and how funding effectiveness might be improveds 
We focused this assessment on ゲジ e旭ements within four broad categoriesr ｪaｫ topica旭 
shaping of sciencep ｪbｫ distribution of fundsp ｪcｫ app旭ication and review proceduresp 
and ｪdｫ incentives for mobi旭ity and diversitys These comparisons revea旭ed striking 
among､country variation in those e旭ementsp inc旭uding wide variation in funding ratesp 
the effort and burden required for grant app旭icationsp and the extent of emphasis 
on societa旭 re旭evance and individua旭 mobi旭itys We use these observations to provide 
constructive suggestions for the future and urge the need to further gather informed 
considerations from scientists on the effects of funding po旭icies on science across 
countries and research fie旭dss
K E Y W O R D S
fundingp funding ratep grant proposa旭p science po旭icyp scientific qua旭ity
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ゲ科 |科FUNDING CRISISr  WHAT ARE THE 
CRITIC AL CHALLENGES AND HOW C AN 
THESE CHALLENGES BE ADDRESSEDn
Scientific funding agencies wou旭d idea旭旭y be ab旭e to se旭ect exce旭旭ent 
scientists and research projects and provide these scientists with 
sufficient resources to undertake the best possib旭e works Indeedp 
these goa旭s shou旭d constitute the u旭timate aspiration of any funding 
programmes Many countries recognize that investment in scientific 
research is centra旭 to economic and societa旭 advancesp manifested 
as substantia旭 government investment of GDP in science ｪOECDp 
ゴグゲ芦q Stephanp ゴグゲゴｫs Neverthe旭essp because financia旭 旭imitations 
often impose severe constraints on the abi旭ity of funding agencies to 
support exce旭旭ent scientists and their ideasp deeper understanding 
of how to a旭旭ocate funding most effective旭y is of critica旭 importances
It is obvious that finite funding supp旭y can prevent the execution 
of at 旭east some exce旭旭ent researchs There are additiona旭 negative 
consequences of the imba旭ance between the inte旭旭ectua旭 capac､
ity of the scientific community and avai旭ab旭e resources ｪsee a旭sop 
esgsp Stephanp ゴグゲゴq A旭bertsp Kirschnerp Ti旭ghmanp ｹ Varmusp ゴグゲジq 
Franssenp Scho旭tenp Hesse旭sp ｹ de Rijckep ゴグゲ芦q Whit旭eyp G旭士serp ｹ 
Laude旭p ゴグゲ芦ｫs For examp旭ep the high work旭oad connected to the 
need to submit many grant proposa旭s to achieve funding success 
can in turn generate high stress 旭eve旭sp increasing despondencyp 
frustration and 旭ack of motivations These issues can be exacerbated 
for junior scientistsp whose careers often depend on the acquisition 
of externa旭 funding prior to gaining a permanent facu旭ty position 
ｪPowe旭旭p ゴグゲ葦ｫs Proposa旭 reviewing and administrative burdens a旭so 
tend to be heavier when funding is 旭imitedp with researchers often 
forced to submit more app旭ications as funding rates decreases A fur､
ther decrease in funding rates wi旭旭 resu旭t from this negative cyc旭es 
Intense competition for funding can a旭so generate downstream neg､
ative consequences ranging from the abandonment of promising 
but risky ideas in favour of more wfundab旭ex projects ｪFoch旭erp Fe旭tp 
ｹ M訟旭旭erp ゴグゲ葦q Laude旭p ゴググ葦q Powe旭旭p ゴグゲ葦q Stephanp ゴグゲゴｫ to the 
incentivization of questionab旭e research practices and even fraudu､
旭ent behaviour ｪMoorep Ney旭onp Evep OｷDonne旭旭p ｹ Pattinsonp ゴグゲゼq 
Tijdink et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs
In our opinionp 旭ow funding rates under旭ie a transition from 
weustresspx the positive stress state associated with hea旭thy fair 
competition for 旭imited resourcesp to wdistresspx the negative de､
structive stress statep in many countriess Eustress in this context 
can arise because some degree of fair competition can he旭p gen､
erate motivationp and because regu旭ar and c旭ear statements and 
peer eva旭uation of research goa旭s and project p旭ans he旭p to main､
tain and increase scientific qua旭itys Distress can be generated when 
resource restriction is so severe that the funding system becomes 
dysfunctiona旭 and impedes rather than promotes scientific qua旭､
ity and progresss Our eva旭uation suggests that this distress state 
now characterizes the scientific community in mu旭tip旭e countriesp 
cu旭minating in waste of precious avai旭ab旭e resources and fai旭ure to 
maximize the potentia旭 for rapid scientific progress ｪsee a旭sop esgsp 
A旭berts et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs
In our viewp the consequences of severe funding 旭imitation extend 
beyond the app旭icants ｪsee a旭so Stephanp ゴグゲゴｫs Firstp administration 
of the app旭ications uses a substantia旭 fraction of avai旭ab旭e resources 
ｪsee a旭so Vaesen ｹ Katzavp ゴグゲゼｫs Secondp peer reviewers and com､
mittee members might fee旭 that they can no 旭onger make a usefu旭 
contributionp 旭eading to a wdistressx state invo旭ving substantia旭 waste 
of timep effort and financia旭 resources 旭inked to a 旭engthy process of 
app旭icationp review and re､review before worthy projects are fundeds 
A旭though grant writing can be he旭pfu旭 when causing ｸeustressｸp as it 
makes researchers think about the next research question and how to 
approach itp in a ｸdistressｸ state it resemb旭es a Tragedy of the Commons 
with respect to timep the most 旭imited resource of a旭旭r scientists devote 
weeks or months to grant writing and reviewing instead of conducting 
researchp providing direct constructive feedback to peersp teachingp 
engaging pub旭ic旭y or advising the governments
In additionp mu旭tip旭e 旭ines of evidence suggest that the idea旭､
ized goa旭s of competitive research funding systems are often unmet 
ｪOECDp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Funding agencies are aware that no individua旭 or 
pane旭 possesses an inerrant abi旭ity to objective旭y assess wqua旭ityx or 
wpotentia旭px and judgements are never tota旭旭y a旭igned among a旭旭 pane旭 
members ｪsee a旭so Abramsp ゲゾゾゲｫs Of coursep pane旭s do in princip旭e 
aim to reach the best decisions during what is necessari旭y a comp旭ex 
and mu旭ti､faceted eva旭uation process ｪLamontp ゴググゾｫs In our experi､
encep effective pane旭s wi旭旭p for examp旭ep a旭旭ocate much of their time to 
discussing app旭icants｠app旭ications whose initia旭 rankings vary among 
pane旭 memberss U旭timate旭yp howeverp the rea旭ity that a旭旭 fina旭 deci､
sions wi旭旭 ref旭ect some subjectivity has been demonstrated by mu旭tip旭e 
studies ｪesgsp Cousensp ゴグゲゾq Li ｹ Aghap ゴグゲズq OECDp ゴグゲ芦q Wi旭sdon 
et a旭sp ゴグゲズq Winder ｹ Hodgep ゴグゲゼｫs Subjectivity in peer review can 
therefore be considered an unavoidab旭e 旭imitation of any competitive 
funding system and wi旭旭 旭ike旭y mean that there is often no difference 
in wqua旭ityx between research that has received funding and wthe next 
bestx ｪisesp near旭y fundedｫ research ｪvan den Besse旭ar ｹ Sandstr塾mp 
ゴグゲズｫs This situation might a旭so often ref旭ect resource 旭imitation that 
resu旭ts in research proposa旭s that are eva旭uated by reviewers as of 
very high or outstanding qua旭ity but that neverthe旭ess go unfundeds 
Despite its shortcomingsp peer review remains the go旭d standard for 
many research communities ｪWi旭sdon et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs
Funding decisions are a旭so subject to increasing externa旭 in､
f旭uences ｪreviewed in Penfie旭dp Bakerp Scob旭ep ｹ Wykesp ゴグゲジｫr 
pressures for societa旭 re旭evance may a旭ter pane旭 perceptions of 
qua旭ityp and some researchers fee旭 that institutiona旭 assessments 
旭ike the wResearch Exce旭旭ence Frameworkx in the UK might use cri､
teria that become ineffective surrogates for qua旭ity ｪEyre､Wa旭ker 
ｹ Sto旭etzkip ゴグゲザｫs The under旭ying reasons for this are changes 
in what is viewed as good sciences In many countriesp exce旭旭ent 
basic science is not on its own deemed sufficient for fundingp and 
researchers are urged or even required to make a case for the di､
rect re旭evance of their research to society ｪKNAWp ゴグゲ芦q OECDp 
ゴグゲ芦q Penfie旭d et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs In our viewp across､the､board empha､
sis on direct societa旭 re旭evance is troub旭ingr numerous historica旭 
examp旭es high旭ight the serendipitous nature of scientific discov､
ery as we旭旭 as the fact that the trans旭ationa旭 impact of a particu旭ar 
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study often occurs we旭旭 after the origina旭 discovery ｪGravem et a旭sp 
ゴグゲゼq Stephanp ゴグゲゴｫs In additionp societa旭 re旭evance can be used 
as a criterion for ad hoc funding decisions with a po旭itica旭 rather 
than scientific basis ｪasp esgsp recent旭y happened in Austra旭iap see 
Nogradyp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Neverthe旭essp there are a旭so many positive ef､
fects of heightened focus on societa旭 re旭evancep which we discuss 
be旭ows One prob旭emp in any casep is that funding agencies might 
not be exp旭icit enough about the criteria and va旭ues with which 
proposa旭s are being judgeds
The systemic cha旭旭enges facing scientific funding prompted recent 
ca旭旭s for shifts in science funding a旭旭ocation practicesp such as net､
work ｪBo旭旭enp Cranda旭旭p Junkp Dingp ｹ B塾rnerp ゴグゲジｫ or 旭ottery ｪFang ｹ 
Cassadeva旭p ゴグゲ葦ｫ approaches for the distribution of fundings Vaesen 
and Katzav ｪゴグゲゼｫ even suggested that it might be best to distribute 
money equa旭旭y amongst a旭旭 scientists without competitions We here 
propose that usefu旭 insights might come from comparing existing 
funding schemes to identify especia旭旭y positive and destructive e旭e､
ments with respect to maintaining scientific qua旭ity and promoting ef､
ficient and positive旭y motivated scientific communitiess With this goa旭 
in mindp we 旭everage the substantia旭 variation that a旭ready exists in 
science funding for evo旭utionary bio旭ogy across countries to initiate 
a constructivep forward､旭ooking discussion about how funding strat､
egy inf旭uences scientific qua旭ity in this fie旭ds Whereas a comprehensive 
across､country comparison might be very difficu旭t to achievep even im､
perfect wpartia旭x comparisons can provide important insights into the 
consequences of particu旭ar funding strategies ｪOECDp ゴグゲ芦q see a旭so 
Laude旭p ゴググ葦 and Whit旭ey et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦 for good examp旭esｫs
We be旭ieve that our approach can high旭ight effective funding 
schemes and may he旭p evo旭utionary bio旭ogists to identify their own 
woptima旭 nichex for funding successs Our discussions were initi､
ated through a workshop at the European Society for Evo旭utionary 
Bio旭ogy conference in ゴグゲゼ that was organized by SsMs and MsNs 
Even though our focus is on evo旭utionary bio旭ogyp we be旭ieve that 
many of our conc旭usions are 旭ike旭y to be genera旭izab旭ep at 旭east to 
some extentp to other scientific fie旭dss
ゴ科 |科VARIATION ACROSS FUNDING 
AGENCIES AND HOW THIS VARIATION 
AFFEC TS SCIENCE
We draw on our expertise as evo旭utionary bio旭ogists who co旭旭ective旭y 
work in mu旭tip旭e countries to provide an initia旭 samp旭e of current prac､
tice in countries that foster major endeavours in evo旭utionary bio旭ogys 
We compare nationa旭 funding schemes for evo旭utionary bio旭ogy in 
ten different countries ｪsee Tab旭e ゲ for detai旭sｫs We a旭so inc旭ude the 
European Research Counci旭 ｪERCｫp which is one major strand of the 
European Unionｷs overa旭旭 science funding ｪcurrent旭y Horizon ゴグゴグｫs 
The ERC exp旭icit旭y funds bottom､up basic science and has emerged as 
an important funding scheme for many European evo旭utionary bio旭o､
gistss Whi旭e some of us have experience on review pane旭s or in other 
capacities for the surveyed agenciesp it is important to emphasize that 
the information and views reported here are our persona旭 impressionsp 
compi旭ed in 旭ate ゴグゲゼ and ear旭y ゴグゲ芦s We a旭so inc旭ude information on 
newer funding schemes by the Dutch funding agency NWOp fo旭旭ow､
ing the imp旭ementation of major changes in summer ゴグゲ芦s We focus 
our assessments and comments on ゲジ e旭ements grouped into four 
categoriesr ｪaｫ topica旭 shaping of sciencep ｪbｫ distribution of fundsp ｪcｫ 
app旭ication and review proceduresp and ｪdｫ incentives for mobi旭ity and 
diversitys
Our survey revea旭s some striking simi旭arities and differences 
across the ゲゲ funding agencies with respect to a旭旭ocation of funding 
TA B L E  ゲ 科 Detai旭s of reviewed funding agenciess A旭旭 detai旭s have been assessed in 旭ate ゴグゲゼ｠ear旭y ゴグゲ芦q additiona旭 newer schemes 
indicated as we旭旭 for the Nether旭andss A旭旭 detai旭s expressed are persona旭 views
Country Statements in Tab旭es ゴ桶ズ refer to
Austra旭ia The Austra旭ian Research Counci旭 ｪARCｫp the main governmenta旭 funding body for researchq some of the statements are based 
on Discovery Projectsp the ARCｷs main funding instrument for nonapp旭ied research
Canada Natura旭 Sciences and Engineering Research Counci旭 of Canada ｪNSERCｫp Canadaｷs federa旭 funding agencyq some of the state､
ments are based on Discovery Grants
ERC Main旭y to the Startingp Conso旭idator and Advanced grant schemes of the European Research Counci旭 ｪERCｫ
France French Nationa旭 Research Agency ｪANRｫp the main governmenta旭 funding body for research
Germany Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft ｪDGFｫq more specifica旭旭yp some of the statements are based on individua旭 project grants 
ｪwSachbeihi旭fexｫ
Nether旭ands ALW programme of the Nether旭ands Organisation for Scientific Research ｪNWOｫ unti旭 May ゴグゲ芦q since August ゴグゲ芦 new ENW 
programme ｪindicated where these programs differｫ
Portuga旭 Foundation for Science and Techno旭ogy ｪFCTｫ
Sweden Swedish Research Counci旭ｷs board for Science and Engineering and the year旭y announcement of project grantss
Switzer旭and Swiss Nationa旭 Science Foundation ｪSNSFｫp the main governmenta旭 funding body for researchs Some of the statements are 
based on Project Grants within Bio旭ogy and Medicine
UK Natura旭 Environment Research Counci旭p primari旭y to their wDiscovery grantsx and windividua旭 fe旭旭owshipx schemess The 
Biotechno旭ogy and Bio旭ogica旭 Sciences Research Counci旭 operates a simi旭arp but not identica旭 system
United States US Nationa旭 Science Foundation ｪNSFｫ and the US Nationa旭 Institutes of Hea旭th ｪNIHｫ
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for evo旭utionary bio旭ogy research ｪTab旭es ゴ桶ズｫs Be旭owp we provide 
our perspective on how the ゲジ different e旭ements that were our 
focus affect scientific qua旭itys Whi旭e not a旭旭 authors agree regarding 
a旭旭 the detai旭s or even the overa旭旭 thrust of each recommendationp 
the absence of unanimity is not surprising given that wscientific qua旭､
ityx is not an objective旭y measurab旭e quantity on any sing旭e sca旭es 
Neverthe旭essp we hope that our discussion can inspire a constructive 
debate amongst both researchers and funding agencies on import､
ant issues surrounding mechanisms of science funding a旭旭ocationp 
scientific qua旭ity and the hea旭th of the scientific community ｪsee here 
a旭so Cousensp ゴグゲゾｫs
ザ科 |科TOPIC AL SHAPING OF SCIENCE
ザsゲ科|科Emphasis on societa旭 re旭evance and broader 
impacts
Some of the nationa旭 funding agencies that we review preferp or 
even requirep that basic science projects have societa旭 re旭evance 
ｪesgsp Austra旭iap Canadap Francep Portuga旭p UKp United Statesp the 
Nether旭andsq Tab旭e ゴｫs Our survey suggests that the way in which 
societa旭 re旭evance is imp旭emented differs across funding agencies 
ｪsee a旭so OECDp ゴグゲ芦ｫs For examp旭ep some countries ｪesgsp UKp United 
Statesｫ mere旭y require some form of representation or trans旭ation 
of basic science to the pub旭ic and｠or po旭icy arenasp whereas other 
countries have a more direct requirement for science with a soci､
eta旭 va旭uep often to the potentia旭 detriment of basic science ｪesgsp 
Portuga旭p Francep the Nether旭andsｫs By contrastp there is no specific 
requirement for the inc旭usion of societa旭 impact for nationa旭 funding 
agencies in Switzer旭andp Germanyp Sweden or in the ERCs Indeedp 
part of the motivation under旭ying the estab旭ishment of the ERC 
was as a counter to the increasing emphasis on societa旭 re旭evance 
in other EU funding instruments ｪcurrent旭y Horizon ゴグゴグp see a旭so 
Nowotnyp ゴググ葦ｫs
Whether the strategy of exp旭icit旭y requiring societa旭 re旭evance 
旭eads to better ｪbroad旭y conceivedｫ science is an open questions 
In genera旭p it is very difficu旭t to measure broader impact ｪKNAWp 
ゴグゲ芦q LERUp ゴグゲ芦q Penfie旭d et a旭sp ゴグゲジq Wi旭sdon et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs Not 
surprising旭yp we as a group are somewhat divided regarding this 
issues In the best case scenariop a societa旭 re旭evance requirement 
wou旭d improve scientific and societa旭 progress ｪRinze ｹ Miedemap 
ゴグゲ葦ｫs In particu旭arp encouraging scientists to take a broader view 
of va旭ues that inc旭ude societa旭 impacts might 旭iberate them from 
the potentia旭旭y harmfu旭 yet sometimes sti旭旭 entrenched stance that 
TA B L E  ゴ 科 Assessment of e旭ements regarding the topica旭 shaping of science across funding agencies
Country
Emphasis on societal relevance/broader 
impacts?
Investment in bottom､up 
b旭ue､sky research vss top､down 
funding programmes
Integration of funding programmes for basic and 
applied science/science with societal relevance?
Austra旭ia Yes Most旭y bottom､up Same funding agency but different instrumentsq 
societa旭 re旭evance a旭so important for basic sci､
ence projects
Canada Yes Most旭y bottom､up Yes
ERC Nor Emphasis on scientific exce旭旭ence 
but societa旭 re旭evance is considered
Exc旭usive旭y bottom､up Yesr Main schemes fund basic research but supp旭e､
mentary schemes are avai旭ab旭e to deve旭op impact
France Yesr Projects focusing on ゾ major soci､
eta旭 cha旭旭enges ｪズグ鯵 of fundingｫ
Ha旭f bottom､up｠ha旭f top､down Yesr Same funding agencyp some ca旭旭s offer pos､
sibi旭ity to integrate both types of projects
Germany Nor Emphasis on basic researchp but 
fo旭旭ow､up wtransferx funding with non､
academic partners possib旭e
Most旭y bottom､upq ｶゼ鯵 of DFG 
funding goes into top､down 
wPriority programmesx
Same funding agency but different instrumentsp 
for examp旭e c旭inica旭 tria旭 grants
Nether旭ands Yesr Societa旭 re旭evance ゴグ鯵 of the tota旭 
score ｪALWｫq this has recent旭y changed 
to impact and risen to ザグ鯵 in some 
ca旭旭s ｪENWｫ
Bottom､upq some specific ca旭旭sq 
consortia often have specific 
constraints
Yesr Societa旭 re旭evance and｠or impact impor､
tants ENWr Some consortia require industria旭 
or societa旭 partners who co､fund the projectq 
consortia topics can be informed by societa旭｠
economic re旭evance ｪTop sectorsq Dutch nationa旭 
research agendaｫ
Portuga旭 Yesr Very important Bottom､up Yesr same funding agencyp same scheme
Sweden Nor On旭y scientific va旭ue is considereds A旭旭 bottom､upq but a旭so some 
specific ca旭旭s
Nor There are other governmenta旭 funding bodies 
that announce grants with societa旭 re旭evance
Switzer旭and Nor Emphasis on high､qua旭ity basic 
research
Most旭y bottom､up Nor Basic research funded by SNFp app旭ied science 
funded by KTIp which is done at technica旭 co旭旭eges
UK Yesr Societa旭 impact is considered in a旭旭 
funding schemesp inc旭uding wDiscovery 
grantsx ｪfunding route for basic scienceｫ
ゲ｠ザrd bottom､upq a旭so some 
scientific community input to 
strategic research programmes
Yesr A旭旭 schemes require some contribution to 
societa旭 impactq the extent of the contribution 
required varies among schemes
United 
States
Yesr Broader impacts required for NSFq 
NIH grants re旭evant to human hea旭th
Most旭y bottom､up Same funding agencyp increasing emphasis on 
funding for broader impacts activities within 
basic science grants at NSFs
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science is best conducted in a cu旭tura旭p socia旭 and historica旭 vacuums 
Good examp旭es of where evo旭utionary bio旭ogy can have po旭icy im､
p旭ications and thus usefu旭旭y addresses wscience in societyx come 
from research programmes directed at understanding how anthro､
pogenic inf旭uences affect natura旭 popu旭ation dynamics and evo､
旭ution in urban settings ｪA旭bertip Marz旭uffp ｹ Huntp ゴグゲゼq A旭bertip 
Correap et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫp in response to c旭imate changep huntingp ag､
ricu旭turep po旭旭utionp or antibiotics ｪHendryp Gotandap ｹ Svenssonp 
ゴグゲゼｫ or integrating evo旭utionary understanding of under旭ying pro､
cesses with eco旭ogica旭 monitoring of biodiversity 旭oss ｪBrodersen ｹ 
Seehausenp ゴグゲジｫs
On the f旭ip sidep scientific qua旭ity might suffer from an increased 
focus on societa旭 re旭evance if researchers abandon the most important 
questions or prob旭ems in an effort to address short､term issues that 
fit current po旭icies or agendas ｪKNAWp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Oftenp these projects 
or ca旭旭s for proposa旭s focus on de旭ivering economic or techno旭ogica旭 
pay､offs ｪGibson ｹ Haze旭kornp ゴグゲゼｫ and seem motivated by the need 
to account for taxpayer contributions to nationa旭 science fundings 
A re旭ated but distinct prob旭em is that the extreme competition that 
characterizes many grant programmes might incentivize researchers 
to exaggerate potentia旭 societa旭 benefits ｪso､ca旭旭ed wgrant､speakxｫs In 
our viewp this 旭atter issue is especia旭旭y 旭ike旭y in situations where funding 
TA B L E  ザ 科 Assessment of e旭ements regarding the distribution of funds across e旭even funding agencies
Country Allocation of money





funding schemes Funding rates, and who can apply?
Austra旭ia Most旭y intermediate 
ｪｶジググ kﾄｫp but a旭so a 
few 旭arge grants
Project grants predomi､







between ﾄザグ k 
and ﾄズググ k per 
yearｫ
Funding rater ｶゲ芦鯵 ｪDiscovery 
Projectsｫq a旭旭 emp旭oyees of Austra旭ian 
Universities can app旭yp and there can 
be internationa旭 partner investigatorss 
Max of two grants per person
Canada Sma旭旭 amounts ｪザズ kﾄ 
typica旭ｫp many 
awardees
Persona旭 stipends ズ years F旭exib旭e Funding rater ゼグ鯵･ゼズ鯵s On旭y Profs or 
Adjunct Profs can app旭y
ERC Large ｪゲsズ･ゴsズ Mﾂｫ Most旭y individua旭､旭ed 
projectsq synergy grants 
for cross､discip旭inary 
teams
ズ years F旭exib旭ep but am､
bitious projects 
expected
Funding rater ｶゲグ鯵s Restrictions on 
working time since PhD ｪStarting and 
Conso旭idatorｫs App旭icants must have a 
base in a suitab旭e EU institutions





ゴ･ジ years F旭exib旭e Funding rater ゲグ鯵･ゲズ鯵s Permanent 
researchers at University｠Research 
Center can app旭y
Germany Intermediate 
ｪｶゴザグ kﾂｫq 旭arger 
grants for consortia 
etcs






F旭exib旭e Funding rater ザ葦鯵 ｪIndividua旭 research 
projectsｫs Researchers ho旭ding a PhD 
at a旭旭 German research institutions 
can app旭y
Nether旭ands ALWr intermediateq 
ENWr various typesp 
from sma旭旭 to 旭arge 
ｪゲ葦グ kﾂ･ザ Mﾂｫp some 
even bigger grants
ALWr Persona旭 grant to PI 
ENWr Persona旭 grant 
to PIp persona旭 grant 








Funding rate ｶゲグ鯵 ｪdata for ALWq no 
data yet for ENWｫs Permanent facu旭ty 
can app旭yp tenure､track PIs with dec旭a､
ration that the app旭icant wi旭旭 be hired 
for project duration
Portuga旭 Intermediate ｪup to 
ゴググ kﾂｫ
Boths Not c旭ear which is 
preferred
ザ years Quite fixedq 
budget 
justifications
Funding rate between ズ鯵 and 芦鯵s 
Anyone with a PhD is a旭旭owed to app旭y
Sweden Intermediate ｪジググ kﾂｫ 
and many awardees
Project grants to main 
app旭icant
ジ years Very f旭exib旭e Funding rate ゴグ鯵s Staff affi旭iated to 
Swedish university at 旭east ゴグ鯵 of 
their time can app旭y
Switzer旭and Intermediater regu旭ar 
grants ｪｶズググ kCHFｫq 
a旭so some 旭arger 
grants
Project grants predomi､







of at 旭east 
ズグ kCHFｫ
Funding rater ジザ鯵 ｪProject grants in 
Bio旭ogy ｹ Medicineｫs Researchers 
┕ジ years post､PhDs On旭y one app旭ica､
tion per roundp up to two in tota旭
UK Intermediater 葦ズ､
芦ググ kﾆq a旭so 旭arge 
grants
Project grants pre､
dominatep often teamss 
Fe旭旭owships a旭so 
available.








Funding rater ｶゴグ鯵s On旭y researchers 
with contracts extending beyond the 





ゴズグ kﾄｫq a旭so some 
sma旭旭er and bigger 
grants
Project grants predomi､








Funding rater ┑ゲグ鯵･ゴズ鯵s Who can 
app旭y is dependent on the grant ｪoften 
PI status neededp some to post､docs 
and graduate studentsｫ
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outcomes direct旭y depend on the perceived societa旭 re旭evance of the 
expected short､term project resu旭tss It wou旭d thus be a distinct im､
provement if grant proposa旭 eva旭uations focused 旭ess on expected 
project outcomes and more on project designs Such focus on meth､
odsp or wpathways to impactx ｪKNAWp ゴグゲ芦q LERUp ゴグゲ芦ｫp canp for ex､
amp旭ep inc旭ude eva旭uation components that address whether projects 
invo旭ve stakeho旭ders or inc旭ude rea旭､wor旭d input such as fie旭d research 
ｪwherever appropriateｫs In our viewp funding agencies shou旭d idea旭旭y 
a旭so maintain substantia旭 funding for basic research per ses
ザsゴ科|科Investment in top､down funding programmes 
versus bottom､up b旭ue､sky research
Nationa旭 funding agencies typica旭旭y offer both bottom､up and top､
down funding programmesp but our survey suggests that there is 
variation across these agencies in the proportion of investment in 
each type of programmes Top､down funding streams are directed 
towards specific goa旭s and purposesp often with a societa旭p techno､
旭ogica旭 or economic focus ｪsee a旭so section aboveｫs Our overview 
ｪTab旭e ゴｫ suggests that the UK has the 旭argest share of such top､down 
programmes for evo旭utionary bio旭ogistsp around two､thirds of the 
funding programmes that support evo旭utionary bio旭ogy in the UKs 
Such re旭ative旭y heavy investment in top､down funding is a旭so 旭inked 
to the fact that some new UK funding streams are now avai旭ab旭e in 
the specific context of the Officia旭 Deve旭opment Assistance ｪODAｫ 
funds Around ha旭f of Franceｷs funding programmes for evo旭utionary 
bio旭ogy are invested in a top､down contexts The other funding agen､
cies primari旭y offer most旭y ｪor on旭yp ERCｫ bottom､up b旭ue､sky fund､
ing for evo旭utionary bio旭ogyp though funding in the Nether旭ands can 
a旭so come with specific constraints and｠or in a top､down contexts
TA B L E  ジ 科 Assessment of e旭ements regarding the app旭ication and review procedures across funding agencies
Country Who/what is being judged
Administrative burden/length of 
proposals Who is reviewing?
Existence of inter､
views and rebuttals
Austra旭ia Main schemer ジグ鯵 project qua旭ityp ザズ鯵 
investigatorsp ゲグ鯵 feasibi旭ityp ゲズ鯵 
benefit
High burdenr In tota旭p an app旭ica､
tion ┒ズグ pagesp often severa旭 
investigators
Pane旭 of expertsp 
externa旭 reviewers
Rebutta旭s
Canada Exce旭旭ence of candidatep proposa旭 qua旭､
ityp High旭y Qua旭ified Personne旭 Training
Intermediate burdenr ズ pages or re､
search proposa旭 p旭us budgetp HQP 
training and CV
Pane旭 of expertsp 
externa旭 reviewers
No rebutta旭p no 
interview
ERC Project and investigatorq over､riding 
criterion is scientific exce旭旭ence
High burdenr Round ゲ ｪズ､page 
proposa旭 ┊ CVp track recordｫ and 
Round ゴ ｪゴグ､page proposa旭p budget 
proposa旭sｫ submitted together
Round ゲr Pane旭p 
round ゴr pane旭 and 
externa旭 reviewers
No rebutta旭sp inter､
view at Starter or 
Conso旭idator 旭eve旭
France Qua旭ity and origina旭ity of projectp 
qua旭ity and expertise of consortiump 
adequacy of budgetp impact and diffu､
sion strategy
High burdenr Round ゲ ┎ project of ジ 
pages and CVss Round ゴ ┎ project 
of ゴグ pages and CVs
Pane旭 of expertsp 
externa旭 reviewers
Rebutta旭s since ゴグゲ葦p 
no interview
Germany Scientific qua旭ityp app旭icantsv qua旭ifica､
tionsp objectives and work programmep 
emp旭oyment opportunitiesp p旭anned 
a旭旭ocation of funding
Intermediate burdenr ゴグ pages 
maximum for research proposa旭p 
p旭us CV
Pane旭 of expertsp 
externa旭 reviewers
No rebutta旭s｠inter､
views for project 
grants
Nether旭ands Origina旭ity of proposa旭p scientific qua旭ity 
ｪproposa旭 and teamｫp societa旭 re旭evance 
and｠or impact 
ALWr Re旭ative旭y 旭ow burdenr tota旭 
proposa旭 ゲゴ pagesq ENWr around 芦 
pages for research proposa旭









Sweden Nove旭ty and origina旭ityp scientific qua旭ity 
and merits of main app旭icants
Low burdenr Project description max 
ゲグ pagess Budget uses a temp旭ates 
Reuse of CV in system
Pane旭 of experts None
Switzer旭and Track recordp scientific qua旭ity and 
feasibi旭ity
Intermediate burdenr Research p旭an 
ゴグ pagesp CV ┎ ゴ pagesp 旭ist of 
achievements ┎ ゴ pages
Pane旭 of expertsp 
externa旭 reviewers
None for project 
grantss Fe旭旭owshipsr 
Interviews
UK Scientific qua旭ity of the project is main 
criterionq a旭so investigator track re､
cordsp risk､reward ba旭ance and impact
Intermediate burdenr 芦､page 
proposa旭 p旭us budgetp CVsp Impact 
statement and formss Interna旭 vet､
ting before submission adds burden








Scientific qua旭ityp app旭icant qua旭ifica､
tionsp diversityp impactp programme 
portfo旭io
High burdenr ゲゴ､ to ゲズ､page project 
description a旭ong with many sup､
p旭ementary documents
Pane旭 ┊ reviewers 
ｪNSFｫq NIHr Pane旭
None
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Whereas top､down research funding streams are typica旭旭y directed 
to the most pressing needs of a specific societyp a top､down focus a旭so 
increases the 旭ike旭ihood that researchers are faced with a re旭ative旭y 
narrow set of perspectives and possibi旭itiess By contrastp in a b旭ue､sky 
systemp researchers can free旭y choose topics and methodss Whereas 
this 旭atter approach might be viewed as riskyp the typica旭 top､down 
pathway of fo旭旭owing current trends and hypes can prove suboptima旭r 
wbig ideasx can fai旭 to de旭iver what they promisedp generating substan､
tia旭 旭ong､term risks via heavy investment in an u旭timate fai旭ure ｪJoynerp 
Panethp ｹ Ioannidisp ゴグゲ葦ｫs There a旭so exists the substantia旭 concern 
that ｪtooｫ many researchers working on the same topic might promote 
incrementa旭 thinking whi旭e decreasing the 旭ike旭ihood of breakthroughs 
in unexpected directions ｪGeman ｹ Gemanp ゴグゲ葦ｫs We be旭ieve that 
it is thus especia旭旭y important to preserve and even increase invest､
ment in bottom､up wb旭ue､skyx funding schemes becausep in our viewp 
these strategies provide a funding mechanism that is more 旭ike旭y to 
be associated with high､qua旭ity research and that cou旭d a旭so provide 
substantia旭 societa旭 benefits via connections to re旭evant stakeho旭derss 
Indeedp this cou旭d be testedr a recent bib旭iometric study demonstrated 
that breakthrough､type ｪwdisruptivexｫ research has not typica旭旭y been 
the type of research that had been funded by the US NSF ｪWup Wangp 
ｹ Evansp ゴグゲゾｫs It wou旭d be interesting to investigate whetherp for ex､
amp旭ep the ERC as an entire旭y bottom､up funding scheme does de旭iver 
this type of sciences
ザsザ科|科Integration of funding programmes for 
basic and applied science and science with 
societal relevance
Funding agencies in some countries score grant proposa旭s by inte､
grating separate scores for basic and app旭ied components of the pro､
posed research ｪesgsp United Statesp the Nether旭andsｫp whereas others 
eva旭uate app旭ied and basic aspects together ｪPortuga旭p Austra旭iaq 
see a旭so Tab旭e ゴｫs A different mode旭 is provided by countries in 
which basic and app旭ied research proposa旭s form separate funding 
streamsp hand旭ed by different funding agencies ｪesgsp in Switzer旭andｫ 
or committees ｪesgsp Discovery grants versus Strategies grants in 
the Canadian NSERCq Swedish Research Counci旭 ｪVetenskapsr姿detｫ 
versus the Swedish Research Counci旭 for Environmentp Agricu旭tura旭 
Sciences and Spatia旭 P旭anning ｪFormasｫq Societa旭 cha旭旭enge axes 
versus fundamenta旭 axes in the French ANRｫs The ERC funds basic 
researchp but offers supp旭ementary schemes for subsequent deve旭､
opment of societa旭･techno旭ogica旭 impacts
These different approaches can have major consequences for 
the types of projects that are fundeds In theoryp funding agencies or 
programmes that hand旭e both basic and app旭ied science can enab旭e 
projects to bridge the basic､app旭ied divides In practicep this scenario 
can 旭ead to a situation where basic and app旭ied science proposa旭s 
are p旭aced in direct competitionp often to the detriment of funda､
menta旭 sciences Such competition is reduced when separate funding 
schemes are used for basic and app旭ied sciencep though this separa､
tion might generate new cha旭旭engess Firstp specific types of funding 
might become tied to certain institutionsp making it difficu旭t for re､
searchers from other institutions to obtain this type of funding even 
if their research is app旭icab旭es Secondp there is the top､down issue of 
how much money f旭ows into each pots In our viewp funding agencies 
shou旭d provide some funding dedicated to basic science because this 
strategy can ensure that basic science a旭ways receives supports This 
reasoning a旭so takes into consideration that app旭ied science projects 
are more 旭ike旭y to be suitab旭e for funding or co､funding sources that 
exist outside of nationa旭 funding agenciesp such as private sector 
end､userss
TA B L E  ズ 科 Assessment of e旭ements regarding incentives for 
mobi旭ity and diversity across funding agencies
Country Mobility




Accounted for to some extent 




Exp旭icit focus on equa旭 
opportunities
ERC Emphasized at 
Starting Grant 
level









To some extentr Diversity 
and equa旭 opportunity are 
recognized as importantq 





Not focused upon in ALW､
schemep but women prioritized 
in ENW schemes For exce旭､
旭ence schemesr extensions for 
e旭igibi旭ity period for parenthood 
after doctorate ｪゲ芦 months of 
standard extension per birth for 
womenp up to ザ chi旭drenq a旭so 
extension for documented care､
taking time for fathersｫq specia旭 
NWO grants for women outside 
of ALW｠ENW
Portuga旭 Emphasized for 
fe旭旭owships









Specia旭 grant for fema旭e re､
searchers with fami旭y､re旭ated 
career interruptionsq exten､
sions of e旭igibi旭ity periods for 
exce旭旭ence scheme ｪAmbizioneｫ 
in case of maternity after 
doctorate ｪゲ芦 months per chi旭d 
or 旭onger if documentedｫ
UK Emphasized for 
fe旭旭owships






Exp旭icit focus on equa旭 
opportunities
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ジ科 |科DISTRIBUTIONS OF FUNDS
ジsゲ科|科A旭旭ocation of moneyr Large versus sma旭旭 grants
How money a旭旭ocated to research grants is distributed differs sub､
stantia旭旭y across the funding agenciess Our survey suggests that 
Canada provides 旭ow 旭eve旭s of funding per grant re旭ative to the inter､
mediate､旭eve旭 grants typica旭 of other countries in our survey and the 
re旭ative旭y 旭arge grants provided by the ERC and recent旭yp the Dutch 
NWO ｪsee Tab旭e ザｫs We a旭so find that grant sizes vary within funding 
agenciess
In princip旭ep re旭ative旭y 旭arge grants might be preferab旭e in situa､
tions where the techno旭ogy required to achieve particu旭ar desired 
outcomes is very expensive or when a few researchers do such an 
outstanding job ｪjudged by past performanceｫ that exceptiona旭 re､
su旭ts are a旭so expected for future works The 旭atter argument stands 
on shaky groundq howeverp more funding does not necessari旭y imp旭y 
higher scientific outputｦor at 旭east not to the degree expected 
ｪFortin ｹ Curriep ゴグゲザｫs In our viewp the on旭y argument for high in､
vestment in a few projects that seems to withstand scrutiny is that 
breakthrough research might require a great dea旭 of financia旭 in､
vestments Scientific breakthroughs often occur via outside､the､box 
thinkingp which can be enhanced when a diverse team of research､
ers works together to so旭ve a specific scientific question or prob旭em 
ｪBammerp ゴグゲゼq Bromhamp Dinnagep ｹ Huap ゴグゲ葦ｫs For this reasonp 
the funding strategies directed towards so､ca旭旭ed exce旭旭ence centres 
often invo旭ve re旭ative旭y 旭arge pots of money that are granted over 
substantia旭 periods of time ｪB旭och ｹ Sørensenp ゴグゲズｫs
On the other handp we be旭ieve that there are severa旭 objective 
reasons to favour a more ega旭itarian distribution of grant fundings In 
particu旭arp tru旭y wbreakthroughx research is very rare and sti旭旭 needs a 
foundation provided by wnorma旭x research projectss It is a旭so reason､
ab旭e to consider that a more ega旭itarian distribution of resources might 
trans旭ate into a happier scientific community that might in turn pro､
duce better science and reduce the incidence of fraud ｪMoore et a旭sp 
ゴグゲゼｫs The whappinessx point finds indirect support from research on 
the determinants of societa旭 happinessp which indicates that the 旭ack 
of fundamenta旭 resources or rights can generate marked unhappinesss 
With respect to fraudp resource scarcity has been imp旭icated as con､
tributing to the incentivization of fraudu旭ent fabrication or omission of 
datap resu旭t enhancementp idea stea旭ing and monopo旭ization of critica旭 
resources ｪat 旭east in the United Statesq Andersonp Ronningp De Vriesp 
ｹ Martinsonp ゴググゼｫs On the other handp because administrative bur､
den might sca旭e at 旭east in part with the number of funded grantsp a 
major increase in the funding rate associated with a decreased a旭旭oca､
tion of money per grant does not come entire旭y cost､frees Overa旭旭p we 
be旭ieve that a targeted funding strategy that a旭旭ocates most funds to､
wards a broad base ｪisesp sma旭旭er individua旭 awardsｫ but a旭so inc旭udes a 
few 旭arger awards ｪfor 旭arge interdiscip旭inary projects and｠or centres of 
exce旭旭enceｫ might be the best way to increase overa旭旭 systemic qua旭itys 
Re旭ative旭y 旭arge project funding is typica旭旭y awarded to re旭ative旭y 旭arge 
teams ｪconsortia or centresｫ rather than individua旭s ｪthough there are 
exceptionsp esgsp ERC grantsｫs
ジsゴ科|科Consortia versus individua旭､旭ed projects
Some funding agencies inc旭ude schemes that give money to re旭a､
tive旭y 旭arge teams of researchers ｪso､ca旭旭ed wconsortiaxq see a旭so 
B旭och ｹ Sørensenp ゴグゲズｫs Consortium､based approaches are fun､
damenta旭旭y different from individua旭､旭ed projectsp where funding 
is primari旭y awarded to individua旭 researchers with exce旭旭ent ideas 
and｠or with a track record of exce旭旭ences Such a separation between 
funding strategies for consortia and individua旭s does not mean that 
a funding agency cannot support both types of project ｪesgsp Horizon 
ゴグゴグｫs
Our overview suggests that consortia､based funding schemes are 
re旭ative旭y rare in evo旭utionary bio旭ogys France is an exceptionp where 
ゼズ鯵 of grants are awarded to consortias Re旭ative旭y 旭arge consortia 
grants are a旭so awarded in the Nether旭ands and in some UK schemess 
Whereas severa旭 of the other countries provide grants to more than 
one PI ｪPortuga旭p Austra旭iap United Statesq Tab旭e ザｫp none of these coun､
tries typica旭旭y offer funding schemes that focus on 旭arge､sca旭e consor､
tias Severa旭 countries do provide funding for wcentres of exce旭旭encex or 
旭arger network schemes ｪesgsp Austra旭iap Switzer旭andp Norwayp Sweden 
and Fin旭andｫp which can inc旭ude evo旭utionary bio旭ogys
Individua旭､旭ed programmesp which provide the 旭argest share of grant 
types in our overviewp can be objective旭y sp旭it into two different catego､
riess Firstp for so､ca旭旭ed wproject grantspx funding is given to estab旭ished 
researchers whose base旭ine sa旭ary is often covered by their emp旭oying 
institution but can sometimes a旭so be part旭y cost recovered in the grants 
These grants typica旭旭y inc旭ude funding for junior researchers ｪisesp post､
doctora旭 researchers and｠or PhD studentsｫs The other type of individ､
ua旭､旭ed programsp offered by severa旭 countries in our surveyp provides 
persona旭 research fe旭旭owshipss These awards tend to be a旭旭ocated to re旭､
ative旭y recent PhD recipients ｪesgsp Switzer旭andp Germanyp UKｫs Austra旭ia 
and the Nether旭ands offer three different fe旭旭owship schemesp for inde､
pendent juniorp mid､career and senior researcherss
Both 旭arge team and individua旭､旭ed projects offer advantages and 
disadvantagess On one handp consortia and centres can yie旭d benefits 
by integrating a variety of perspectives ｪBammerp ゴグゲゼq Ledfordp ゴグゲズｫs 
These groups a旭so typica旭旭y consist of estab旭ished scientists who are re旭､
ative旭y 旭ike旭y to produce high､qua旭ity science ｪB旭och ｹ Sørensenp ゴグゲズｫs 
On the other handp 旭arger groups can a旭so stif旭e creativity and tend to､
wards conservatism ｪGeman ｹ Gemanp ゴグゲ葦ｫp and may actua旭旭y waste 
resources if scientifica旭旭y unnecessary partners are inc旭uded so旭e旭y to 
fu旭fi旭 funding criterias The f旭exibi旭ity and freedom of choice and methods 
that characterize re旭ative旭y sma旭旭､sca旭e projects can produce surprising 
scientific outcomes that are not 旭ike旭y to be generated by consortia or 
other 旭arge groups ｪWu et a旭sp ゴグゲゾｫs By this 旭ogicp we be旭ieve that maxi､
mizing scientific qua旭ity wi旭旭 inc旭ude a ba旭anced investment in both indi､
vidua旭 projects and group､旭ed efforts ｪsee a旭so Wu et a旭sp ゴグゲゾｫs
ジsザ科|科Long､term versus short､term projects
Our survey shows that funding is most often associated with ゴ､ to 
ジ､year projectsp with the exception of fe旭旭owships ｪsee Tab旭e ザq see 
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a旭so OECDp ゴグゲ芦r c旭ustering found around ザ､ to ズ､year fundingｫs In 
many countriesp grant duration is 旭ike旭y tied to the duration of typica旭 
PhD and post､doc positionsp which can vary wide旭y across countriess 
There are re旭ative旭y few funding agencies and schemes that support 
旭onger､term projects ｪesgsp NSERC ｬCanadaｭp ERCp some NSF funding 
schemesp wcentres of exce旭旭encexｫs
How does the typica旭 focus on re旭ative旭y short time sca旭es in､
f旭uence scientific qua旭ityn In our own fie旭d of evo旭utionary bio旭ogyp 
it is impossib旭e to generate robust insights into many fundamenta旭 
questions ｪesgsp natura旭 tempora旭 f旭uctuations in se旭ectionｫ within 
short time frames ｪC旭utton､Brock ｹ She旭donp ゴグゲグｫs Indeedp the 
旭ongest running fie旭d studies in evo旭utionary eco旭ogy are some of 
the most productive ｪC旭utton､Brock ｹ She旭donp ゴグゲグq in particu､
旭ar their box ザｫp and there is a growing consensus that 旭ong､term 
research in eco旭ogy and evo旭ution offers unique and important 
insights ｪHughes et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq Kuebbing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Despite the 
c旭ear va旭ue of 旭ong､term studiesp there is a rea旭 concern that fund､
ing schemes wi旭旭 push bio旭ogica旭 research away from 旭ong､term 
fie旭d､based work in natura旭 popu旭ations towards 旭aboratory､based 
research with mode旭 organismsp simp旭y because the time frame 
and feasibi旭ity of 旭aboratory､based research provides a better fit to 
current funding schemes ｪsee a旭so Kuebbing et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦q Neimanp 
Meirmansp Schwanderp ｹ Meirmansp ゴグゲ芦ｫs C旭ear旭yp funding strat､
egies need to support both types of researchp idea旭旭y working 
togethers
We be旭ieve that the documented productivity and qua旭ity of 
旭ong､term research projects shou旭d counter the viewpoint that this 
type of project is wtoo riskyx in drawing resources for a 旭ong period 
of time without producing tangib旭e benefitss For this reasonp we sug､
gest a stronger emphasis on more 旭ong､term funding as imp旭emented 
by some funding agencies ｪsee a旭so A旭berts et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs Even sop we 
recognize the cha旭旭enges associated with using a finite pot of money 
to manage the trade､off of providing 旭ong､term projects with guaran､
teed funding whi旭e simu旭taneous旭y encouraging diversity in research 
groupsp inc旭uding support for sma旭旭 and recent旭y estab旭ished ｪor to 
be estab旭ishedｫ research teamss Monitoring 旭ong､term research and｠
or deve旭oping a 旭ow､burden app旭ication process for continuation of 
especia旭旭y promising and a旭ready funded projects ｪesgsp Switzer旭andｫ 
seemsp in our opinionp to constitute a move in the right directions
ジsジ科|科F旭exibi旭ity of funding schemes
Most funding agencies show some f旭exibi旭ity at 旭east in princip旭e re､
garding project duration and budget ｪTab旭e ザｫs Howeverp in our ex､
perience the rea旭ity can a旭so be that scientists may need to show 
sufficient ambitionp meaning that the maximum funding possib旭e 
needs to be requested for in order to be assessed at a旭旭 ｪesgsp the 
Dutch exce旭旭ence schemesｫs Good arguments can probab旭y be made 
for inf旭exib旭e approaches and particu旭ar旭y from the manageria旭 per､
spective of funding agenciess Neverthe旭essp we be旭ieve that existing 
f旭exibi旭ity shou旭d be enhanced by a旭旭owing each funding scheme to 
be tai旭ored to the actua旭 needs of any specific projectｦbe it budgetp 
duration or other aspectss For examp旭ep whereas some projects 
cou旭d be reasonab旭y we旭旭 equipped with re旭ative旭y 旭itt旭e money 
ｪesgsp mode旭旭ingp meta､ana旭ysisp reviewsｫp other projects wi旭旭 need 
旭arger sums of money and｠or time just to get started ｪmoneyr pro､
jects using genomicsq timer esgsp studies on senescencep Monaghanp 
Charmantierp Nusseyp ｹ Rick旭efsp ゴググ芦ｫs Thusp it seems that more 
f旭exibi旭ity cou旭d substantia旭旭y boost both qua旭ity and re旭evance of the 
funded researchs
ジsズ科|科Funding rates and who can app旭y
Our survey shows that funding rates for evo旭utionary bio旭ogy re､
search vary dramatica旭旭y within and across countriesp ranging from 
ズ鯵 to ゼズ鯵 ｪTab旭e ザq see a旭so OECDp ゴグゲ芦ｫs This variation in funding 
rate is especia旭旭y interesting from the perspective of the idea of a 
wtipping pointxr funding rates 旭ower than ゴズ鯵･ザグ鯵 might drive the 
system towards a wdistressx state ｪEdwards ｹ Royp ゴグゲゼq see intro､
ductory textｫp suggesting that distress might characterize severa旭 of 
the countries that we surveyeds
Our survey a旭so high旭ights mechanisms under旭ying high funding 
rates in certain countries or schemesp and in particu旭ar points to the 
ro旭es of different demand management schemesr in essencep po旭icies 
that restrict app旭ications increase funding ratess Thusp we suggest 
thatp if proper旭y app旭iedp demand management schemes might de､
crease the risk of the wdistress statesx According旭yp in our opinionp 
funding agencies shou旭d carefu旭旭y consider the app旭ication of some 
variant of these schemess For examp旭ep severa旭 countries restrict 
app旭ications to researchers with permanent positions ｪin additionp 
whereas these types of grants cover costs for PhD students and ma､
teria旭sp they do not cover the app旭icantｷs sa旭aryp and personne旭 costs 
typica旭旭y trans旭ate into a re旭ative旭y high cost for a given proposa旭ｫs 
Another possibi旭ity is demonstrated by agencies 旭ike the Swiss SNSF 
that do not a旭旭ow researchers to ho旭d more than one grant on simi旭ar 
topicss Yet another potentia旭旭y usefu旭 mechanism to manage demand 
is provided by agencies that 旭imit researchers to a certain number 
of app旭ications to a particu旭ar funding scheme ｪesgsp Veni and Vidi 
grants in the Nether旭andsp though funding rates sti旭旭 remain very 旭ow 
for these grantsｫs
In the UKp the Natura旭 Environment Research Counci旭 ｪNERCｫ 
sets university､旭eve旭 quotas for app旭ications that are based on the 
previous number and success of app旭icationsr on旭y those univer､
sities that have a旭ready produced exce旭旭ent work can submit re旭a､
tive旭y high numbers of app旭icationss A旭though this quota strategy 
maintains the NERC funding rate at a higher 旭eve旭 ｪｶゴグ鯵ｫ than it 
wou旭d otherwise bep the imposition of a quota produces an ear旭ier 
within､university se旭ection processs We as a group have mixed ex､
perience with such quotasr on the one handp they can seem unfair 
to an individua旭p but on the other handp quotas can promote co旭､
旭egia旭ity in the app旭ication process and more effective prescreen､
ing of proposa旭s in a groups Indeedp quotas can reduce the tai旭 of 
旭ow､qua旭ity proposa旭sp inc旭uding proposa旭s submitted for the so旭e 
purpose of submission per sep a frequent outcome of the increas､
ing旭y common requirement of proposa旭 submission 旭aid out in some 
university contractss
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The ERC is unique in attempting to increase funding rates by set､
ting the bar high at the proposa旭 stager on旭y the most wexce旭旭entx re､
searchers are encouraged to app旭yp and individua旭 app旭icants whose 
proposa旭s go unfunded are not a旭旭owed to reapp旭y for up to two years 
if the proposa旭 is deemed too far be旭ow the thresho旭d for fundings A 
preproposa旭 requirement ｪesgsp US NSFp though this requirement was 
recent旭y droppedq French ANRｫ is another mechanism that can be 
app旭ied to increase funding rates at the fu旭旭 proposa旭 旭eve旭s Whereas 
a旭旭 of these demand management schemes have 旭imitationsp thought､
fu旭 app旭ication of such schemes does seem to have some promise for 
increasing funding rates in a way that minimizes wasted app旭icant 
and reviewer times
One of the most obvious cha旭旭enges associated with demand 
management schemes is the attendant risks of enhancing the 
wMatthew effectx ｪMertonp ゲゾ葦芦ｫp defined as a situation where re､
searchers who are a旭ready successfu旭 receivep for each unit of work 
or wqua旭ityx they producep more credit than re旭ative旭y new or junior 
scientistss Demand management schemes might a旭so decrease the 
旭ike旭ihood that vu旭nerab旭e researchers ｪminoritiesp womenp individ､
ua旭s fo旭旭owing a旭ternative career pathwaysｫ wi旭旭 achieve funding 
successs This 旭atter issue is particu旭ar旭y prob旭ematic with respect 
top for examp旭ep the notab旭e and thus､far intractab旭e gender gap 
in science ｪHo旭manp Stuart､Foxp ｹ Hauserp ゴグゲ芦ｫs In our viewp this 
issue cou旭d be ame旭iorated by earmarking funds for underrepre､
sented and vu旭nerab旭e groups ｪsee section on diversity and equa旭 
opportunities be旭owｫs One might a旭so consider circumstances that 
affect performance scoress A good examp旭e of such consider､
ation is provided by the Research Opportunity and Performance 
Evidence ｪROPEｫ Statement incorporated in the Austra旭ian funding 
schemes This statement a旭旭ows researchers to exp旭ain career his､
tories and opportunitiesp providing an opportunity to exp旭ainp for 
examp旭ep career breaks due to fami旭y ob旭igationss
Fina旭旭yp we be旭ieve that there shou旭d be 旭imits imposed on the ri､
gidity of management schemess For examp旭ep management schemes 
that prevent resubmission ｪesgsp BBSRC in the UKｫ might u旭timate旭y 
reduce qua旭ity by generating barriers to revision and reconsideration 
of promising proposa旭ss
ズ科 |科APPLIC ATION AND RE VIE W 
PROCEDURES
ズsゲ科|科Who｠what is being judgedn
Our overview shows that app旭ications are judged simi旭ar旭y across our 
surveyed funding agencies ｪTab旭e ザｫr a旭旭 of the eva旭uation processes 
focus on both project and researcher｠team qua旭ityp in accordance 
with the core missions of funding agencies ｪsee a旭so OECDp ゴグゲ芦ｫs 
We a旭so did find some across､country differences in eva旭uation cri､
teriap such as an added focus on societa旭 re旭evance｠ impacts Austra旭ia 
a旭so app旭ies specific weighting percentages across the different cri､
teria for judging proposa旭ss The US NSF has an additiona旭 focus on 
programme portfo旭iop meaning that this agency considers criteria 
that ensure the overa旭旭 diversity of the research they support ｪesgsp 
ba旭ance across universitiesp geographic regionsp discip旭ines and ap､
proachesｫs In our viewp the NSF portfo旭io approach thus 旭ike旭y ena､
b旭es a good ba旭ance of support and minimizes the negative inf旭uence 
of ｪoverｫenthusiasm for research trendsp with the cautionary note 
that portfo旭io definitions are themse旭ves subject to trends and po旭iti､
ca旭 inf旭uencess
We can consider the advantages and disadvantages of the ap､
parent across､country variation in proposa旭 eva旭uation criteria and 
whether there cou旭d be better ways to structure the eva旭uation pro､
cesss A focus on researcher qua旭ity might free scientists to focus on 
re旭ative旭y risky projectsp whereas emphasis on project qua旭ity cou旭d 
provide a foot in the door for researchers with a career gapp from 
a旭ternative career pathways or from a different area of expertises 
Team qua旭ity enhances project qua旭ity via comp旭ementary expertise 
but can a旭so restrict funding to those researchers with we旭旭､estab､
旭ished scientific networkss We be旭ieve that it might be especia旭旭y 
worthwhi旭e to consider whether different criteria shou旭d be app旭ied 
at different career stages or to different types of projectss For ex､
amp旭ep one cou旭d imagine a focus on researcher qua旭ity primari旭y for 
more estab旭ished researchers in a permanent positionp whi旭e giving 
preference to project qua旭ity for younger researchers on temporary 
contractss
ズsゴ科|科Administrative burden｠旭ength of proposa旭s
We found that grant proposa旭s vary substantia旭旭y across funding 
agencies in 旭ength and structurep the number ｪif anyｫ and type of 
support 旭etters that are requiredp and the extent of budgetary detai旭 
needed ｪsee Tab旭e ジｫs Whereas such variation might seem mundane 
or unimportant compared to variation connected more obvious旭y to 
sciencep such detai旭s can dramatica旭旭y inf旭uence the amount of time 
and energy needed to write and submit a proposa旭p and the review 
processs Proposa旭 structure wi旭旭 a旭so have a major impact on the ad､
ministrative burden imposed by submission and processings
In princip旭ep shorter and｠or simp旭er proposa旭s shou旭d impose 
a re旭ative旭y 旭ight burden on scientistsp reviewers and administra､
torsp and we therefore strong旭y advocate changes in this directions 
Shorter and simp旭er proposa旭s wi旭旭 free up time and resources for 
science itse旭f and might be re旭ative旭y easy to achieves Indeedp this 
旭ogic is a major justification for the emp旭oyment of preproposa旭s by 
some funding agencies ｪesgsp unti旭 the 旭ast year by the US NSFｫs The 
extent to which preproposa旭s reduce peer､review burden remains 
unc旭earp howevers For instancep the imp旭ementation of a preproposa旭 
requirement for French ANR grants in ゴグゲジ resu旭ted in a ┒ズグ鯵 in､
crease in grant app旭icationss The ERCp on the other handp requires 
simu旭taneous submission of 旭ong and short versions of the grant 
app旭icationp which seems to work we旭旭 on the pane旭｠reviewer side 
without generating very 旭arge numbers of preproposa旭ss Howeverp 
the ERC mode旭 does impose a substantia旭 burden on app旭icantsp who 
might invest substantia旭 time in writing a proposa旭 that goes unread 
and thusp yie旭ds no feedbacks For this reasonp we be旭ieve that a focus 
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on a sing旭e short and simp旭e proposa旭 is 旭ike旭y to constitute a sub､
stantia旭 improvement ｪaround eight pages for the project descrip､
tionｫs One cou旭d a旭so consider whether it wou旭d be he旭pfu旭 to tai旭or 
grant 旭ength more specifica旭旭y to the eva旭uations needed ｪsee section 
aboveｫr when judging primari旭y for researcher qua旭ity ｪtrack recordｫp 
the app旭ication cou旭d invo旭ve a 旭ong CV and a short project proposa旭p 
whereas project qua旭ity､based grant programmes cou旭d require a re旭､
ative旭y 旭ong project proposa旭 and a short narrative CV that focuses 
more broad旭y on achievementss
ズsザ科|科Who is reviewingn
Most of the e旭even reviewed funding agencies use a combination 
of pane旭､based reviews and｠or externa旭 peer reviewers to eva旭u､
ate proposa旭s ｪTab旭e ジｫs The two exceptions in our tab旭e are the 
US NIH and Swedenp which re旭y exc旭usive旭y upon pane旭 reviewss 
There is a旭so variation in the extent that pane旭 compositions usep 
or exc旭udep scientists who work in the country whose app旭icants 
are being judgeds
How does variation in peer､review strategy affect scientific 
qua旭ityn The standard view is that on旭y externa旭 peer reviewers have 
the specia旭ized know旭edge needed to tru旭y judge the qua旭ity of a 
grant app旭icationq grant review pane旭 members do not necessari旭y 
possess specia旭ized expertise for a particu旭ar proposa旭s There is a旭so 
the distinct potentia旭 for a negative winbreedingx effect ｪisesp nepo､
tismｫ that can resu旭t from pane旭s comprised of reviewers from the 
same countrys Extensive use of internationa旭 peer review ｪor even an 
internationa旭 review pane旭p esgsp Fin旭andq see a旭so OECDp ゴグゲ芦ｫ is one 
way to minimize any potentia旭 effects of nepotisms This perspective 
thus imp旭ies that the so旭e use of interna旭 pane旭s for reviewing app旭i､
cations is a 旭ess､than､optima旭 choicep at 旭east if this pane旭 is 旭arge旭y 
comprised of reviewers from that particu旭ar countrys The rea旭ity isp 
howeverp that it is increasing旭y difficu旭t to find enough senior ex､
pert peer reviewers to review a growing proposa旭 旭oadp meaning that 
many such wexpertsx might in rea旭ity often be re旭ative旭y junior scien､
tists ｪsee a旭so A旭berts et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs These junior scientists may 旭ack 
sufficient breadth of experience of science and the funding context 
to eva旭uate diverse proposa旭sq on the other handp they a旭so might 
invest more time and perhaps perform a more thorough review than 
more experienced scientistss There is a旭so a reasonab旭e concern 
that review confined to o旭der experts might trans旭ate into narrow 
perspectives that discourage outside､the､box thinkings Both more 
junior scientists and pane旭s might benefit from broader and more di､
verse perspectivesp inc旭uding the possibi旭ity to discuss the proposa旭s 
amongst pane旭 members ｪsee Lamontp ゴググゾｫs
This is the basis for our conc旭usion that a combination of pane旭 
and externa旭 reviewersp as now used by most funding agenciesp 
might indeed 旭ead to the best and fairest possib旭e outcomess It is a旭so 
important to reduce the impact of nepotism via internationa旭 pane旭s 
and peer reviewers･this consideration is 旭ike旭y the more important in 
re旭ative旭y sma旭旭 countries with re旭ative旭y few scientistss We do want 
to emphasize one important caveatr even within a pane旭p exce旭旭ent 
but risky proposa旭s or integrative｠interdiscip旭inary proposa旭s might 
have re旭ative旭y 旭ow chances of successp at 旭east if funding itse旭f is 
rigid旭y focused on research feasibi旭ity or is structured into funding 
for specific research fie旭dss Severa旭 studies have shown that whereas 
interdiscip旭inary projects are often encouraged in princip旭ep they 
might be disadvantaged in practice because grant review itse旭f has 
remained 旭arge旭y monodiscip旭inary ｪBromham et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦q Kwonp 
So旭omonp Youtiep ｹ Porterp ゴグゲゼｫs Such an approach to review is 
旭ike旭y to disproportionate旭y affect interdiscip旭inary projects for sev､
era旭 reasonsp inc旭uding the cha旭旭enges inherent in convincing a nar､
row review board that a proposa旭 integrating across concepts and｠or 
methods is interesting and feasib旭e and that the researchers possess 
necessary expertises An obvious fix is that the review process itse旭f 
becomes more exp旭icit旭y interdiscip旭inary ｪesgsp review across pane旭sｫs
ズsジ科|科Existence of interviews and rebutta旭s
There is considerab旭e variation in whether funding agencies inc旭ude 
interviews and｠or rebutta旭s in their app旭ication process ｪTab旭e ジｫs 
Rebutta旭s are short written responses by the app旭icant to the re､
viewer assessmentsp enab旭ing the researcher to c旭arify issues and 
exp旭ain misconceptionss In interviewsp app旭icants can a旭so do soq in 
additionp pane旭 members are here given an opportunity to wsepa､
rate the wheat from the chaffsx In particu旭arp asking for more detai旭 
can f旭ag grand､sounding but u旭timate旭y weak app旭ication compo､
nentss One rea旭 cha旭旭enge posed by interviews is the potentia旭 for 
bias 旭inked to researcher characteristics ｪesgsp genderp ethnicityｫ or 
persona旭ity ｪesgsp favouring more extroverted candidatesｫs Either 
wayp the addition of interview or rebutta旭 components increases 
the peer review and app旭icant preparation 旭oads Interviews can 
a旭so be cost旭y if they require more time and trave旭q the 旭atter a旭so 
generates environmenta旭 impact that cou旭d perhaps be avoideds
On旭y a few funding agencies current旭y use rebutta旭s ｪesgsp 
Dutch NWOq NERC and BBSRC in the UKp French ANRp see a旭so 
Tab旭e ジｫs We be旭ieve that a we旭旭､executed rebutta旭 system provides 
a powerfu旭 means of app旭ying proposa旭 review in a manner that can 
increase the qua旭ity of funded research ｪin particu旭ar research de､
signｫs In our opinionp the positive features of rebutta旭s seem to out､
weigh its negative effectsp especia旭旭y if the rebutta旭 is short ｪesgsp 
two pages in the Nether旭andsｫs In particu旭arp rebutta旭s cou旭d be an 
important a旭ternative in cases where interviews require re旭ative旭y 
旭ong trave旭 periodss Rebutta旭s a旭so a旭旭ow more considered answersp 
which might permit the researchers to provide a higher､qua旭ity re､
sponse to reviewer critiques than an interview might de旭ivers
葦科 |科INCENTIVES FOR MOBILIT Y AND 
DIVERSIT Y
葦sゲ科|科Mobi旭ity
Whereas some funding agencies provide fe旭旭owships that cannot 
be used in the home country ｪesgsp Switzer旭andp Germanyp Swedenp 
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the Nether旭andsｫp thus favouring mobi旭ityp other funding agencies 
exc旭usive旭y fund within､country fe旭旭owships ｪUnited Statesp Francep 
Austra旭iaq see Tab旭e ズｫs Appropriate mobi旭ity 旭ike旭y has positive ef､
fects on scientific qua旭ityr breakthrough science is often associ､
ated with transcendence of discip旭inary or cu旭tura旭 horizonsp both 
of which can be enhanced through internationa旭 experiences By this 
旭ogicp many might argue that scientific breakthroughs require nove旭 
interactionss Even with respect to the hea旭thy progress of wnorma旭x 
science ｪKuhnp ゲゾ葦ゴｫp many scientists and science managers be旭ieve 
that young researchers shou旭d bui旭d their career in settings other 
than that of their PhD supervisors Indeedp severa旭 recent studies de､
tected a positive re旭ationship between scientific qua旭ity and the mo､
bi旭ity of scientists within a specific country ｪAdamsp ゴグゲザq Sugimoto 
et a旭sp ゴグゲゼq Wagner ｹ Jonkersp ゴグゲゼｫs The take､home message is 
thatp from a scientific perspectivep it thus seems very worthwhi旭e to 
motivate mobi旭itys
Despite these overa旭旭 advantagesp howeverp an emphasis on move､
ment a旭so poses cha旭旭enges with respect to equitys Some individua旭s 
are more ab旭e to movep both physica旭旭y and thematica旭旭yp than otherss 
A re旭uctance to move might have strong justificationsｦfor examp旭ep 
a we旭旭､estab旭ished fie旭d project with a high 旭ike旭ihood of success as､
sociated with continued investmentp or a 旭ow 旭ike旭ihood of emp旭oy､
ment for scientists with a working partner or fami旭y ties｠dependants 
ｪesgsp schoo旭､age chi旭drenp e旭der旭y parentsｫs Both cou旭d pose such cha旭､
旭enges to mobi旭ity that scientific qua旭ity might effective旭y decreases 
We therefore suggest that some mobi旭ity funding structures shou旭d 
become more f旭exib旭ep enab旭ing a more individua旭 account of the proj､
ect and researcher in questions A旭ternative旭yp funding schemes cou旭d 
a旭so support short､term visits across research groupsp providing in､
centives for internationa旭 co旭旭aborations per se ｪesgsp wmobi旭ityx credit 
for cross､nationa旭旭y mu旭ti､authored artic旭esｫp and even reconsider the 
notion that internationa旭 co旭旭aboration for younger scho旭ars and re､
searchers necessari旭y needs to invo旭ve an extended tenure in a dif､
ferent countrys
葦sゴ科|科Diversity and equa旭 opportunities
Some programmes or funding agencies exp旭icit旭y incorporate strat､
egies aimed at increasing diversity and the inc旭usion of particu､
旭ar underrepresented groups ｪsee Tab旭e ズｫs For examp旭ep there is a 
Discovery Indigenous programme in Austra旭iap and some Swiss funds 
are reserved for eastern Europeans ｪPROMYSｫ and for fema旭e re､
searchers ｪPRIMAｫs There are a旭so funds earmarked for fema旭e re､
searchers in the Nether旭ands ｪAspasiap Athenaｫs In the UK and at the 
EU 旭eve旭p there are funds dedicated to enab旭ing re､entry into science 
after a career break ｪWe旭旭come Trustｷs Research Career Re､entry 
Fe旭旭owshipq Marie Curie Reintegration Grantｫ as we旭旭 as funds to 
faci旭itate managing both fami旭y and work ｪDorothy Hodgkin fe旭旭ow､
shipsｫs Severa旭 funding agencies a旭so take parenta旭 旭eave into account 
when determining e旭igibi旭ity for particu旭ar funding programmes 
aimed at junior researchers ｪesgsp Nether旭andsp ERCp Norwayｫ or pro､
vide an opportunity to exp旭ain career deve旭opment gaps in grant ap､
p旭ications ｪROPE statementp Austra旭iaｫs
These examp旭es of diversity and equity､focused initiatives 
are sti旭旭 re旭ative旭y scarces We be旭ieve that a continued increase in 
exp旭icit consideration for diversity and equa旭ity remains import､
antp especia旭旭y in 旭ight of the mu旭tip旭e studies suggesting that the 
旭ike旭ihood of breakthrough research increases when a research 
team harbours a diversity of researchers ｪFreeman ｹ Huangp ゴグゲジq 
Powe旭旭p ゴグゲ芦ｫs Important旭yp such enhancement of the potentia旭 
for breakthrough research on旭y occurs for processes of true in､
tegration of perspectives and not for wrepresentationa旭x diversity 
ｪSmith､Doerrp A旭egriap ｹ Saccop ゴグゲゼｫs We thus be旭ieve that fund､
ing agencies shou旭d increase their investment in funding support 
that is structured to maximize true integration of perspectivess 
The 旭atter presupposes appropriate consideration for how detai旭s 
of research organization affect such integration ｪesgsp ensure that 
not a旭旭 fema旭e researchers are junior researchers whereas ma旭e re､
searchers are seniorｫs
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Evo旭utionary bio旭ogy and other scientific discip旭ines face the posi､
tive prob旭em that there are more exce旭旭ent researchersp with more 
exce旭旭ent research ideasp than can be funded with avai旭ab旭e re､
search resourcess Because it seems un旭ike旭y that the avai旭ab旭e ｪna､
tiona旭｠governmenta旭ｫ resources wi旭旭 increase radica旭旭y and｠or that 
the poo旭 of e旭igib旭e researchers wi旭旭 shrink drastica旭旭y in the near 
futurep the research community and associated funding agencies 
have the responsibi旭ity to find the wbestx way of a旭旭ocating 旭imited 
resources to achieve the greatest returns in terms of generating 
exce旭旭ent science and an effectivep engaged and maxima旭旭y pro､
ductive scientific communitys In this paperp we have presented 
a synthesis of a constructive and i旭旭uminating discussion and co､
authorship process regarding which current e旭ements of funding 
a旭旭ocation might prove most usefu旭s These discussions have in､
vo旭ved researchers with different persona旭 historiesp methodo旭ogi､
ca旭 too旭boxesp and countries of origin and emp旭oyments We hope 
that our contribution wi旭旭 inspire more research on how research､
ers experience and view current funding po旭iciess U旭timate旭yp we 
need systematic and informed discussion regarding which va旭ues 
to emphasize and deemphasizes We can then use this information 
to guide decisions regarding a旭旭ocation constraints and broader 
po旭iciesp with the u旭timate goa旭 of generating funding po旭icies that 
makes sense to a旭旭 parties invo旭veds
Fo旭旭owing this synthesisp we conc旭ude with some recommen､
dations for best funding practices that shou旭d foster scientific 
qua旭ityq we have 旭inked these recommendations to the different e旭､
ements of funding that we have scrutinized in our paper ｪTab旭e 葦ｫs 
We rea旭ize that our comparative study of cross､nationa旭 funding 
schemes and their effect on science is 旭imited by its 旭arge旭y sub､
jective natures We have reviewed what wep as a co旭旭ective of evo､
旭utionary bio旭ogistsp encounter when we app旭y for fundingp and 
we have focused on e旭even funding agencies with which we have 
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experiences We thus acknow旭edge that our review might not be 
easi旭y extended to a旭旭 fie旭ds or funding agenciess The inferences 
that we can make are a旭so 旭imited by the fact that we confined 
our review to funding agencies from Austra旭iap North America and 
Europeq it wou旭d be very usefu旭 and interesting for a future ana旭､
ysis to extend to a more diverse samp旭es Another re旭evant issue 
that we have not reviewedp but that deserves considerationp is the 
degree to which institutiona旭 ｪesgsp interna旭 universityｫ funding is 
avai旭ab旭e within and across countriess
Fina旭旭yp we be旭ieve that it might be usefu旭 to consider whether 
science wou旭d actua旭旭y benefit from potentia旭 optimizationp and 
resu旭ting standardizationp of funding schemes across nationss One 
potentia旭 downside of this strategy is that at 旭east some of the ex､
isting diversity in funding schemes might be positive in providing a 
diversity of wnichesx in a g旭oba旭 wecosystemx funding settingp a旭旭ow､
ing researchers to find their optima旭 niche ｪisesp funding schemeｫs 
From this perspectivep descriptions such as ours of cross､nation 
variation in funding schemes might prove usefu旭 to individua旭 re､
searchers who have the mobi旭ity to move across countriess First 
and foremostp howeverp we hope that funders wi旭旭 make use of our 
comparative overview to critica旭旭y eva旭uate and improve their fund､
ing schemess
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TA B L E  葦 科 Recommendations for best practices with respect to maximizing scientific qua旭ity
Element of funding Recommended best practices
Societa旭 re旭evance ｨ Overt emphasis shou旭d be on research approach and design rather than project outcome
Top､down vss 
bottom､up
ｨ Fund bottom､up research that a旭so ｪwhen app旭icab旭eｫ integrates science in society aspects
ｨ Reduce top､down constraints
App旭ied vss basic ｨ Set apart substantia旭 exp旭icit funding for basic science
A旭旭ocation of money ｨ Main旭y sma旭旭 amounts to many researchers
ｨ Some 旭arger funds to interdiscip旭inary groups ｪesgsp exce旭旭ence centresｫ
Consortia vss 
individua旭､旭ed
ｨ Fund both consortia and individua旭､旭ed projectsp which each confer specific and unique benefits
Long､term vss 
short､term
ｨ Fund more 旭ong､term research
ｨ Provide checkpoints and fo旭旭ow､ups
F旭exibi旭ity of funding 
schemes
ｨ Increase f旭exibi旭ity in timep budgetp team size with respect to best fit to the research vss meeting inf旭exib旭e 
standards
Acceptance rates and 
who app旭ies
ｨ Provide smart demand management schemes ｪesgsp 旭imit nos of app旭ications｠researcherq size and type budget｠re､
searcherq etcsｫ
ｨ These schemes shou旭d be fie旭d｠domain､specific
Who｠what is being 
judgedn
ｨ Estab旭ish different categoriesr esgsp qua旭ity of project for younger researchersq qua旭ity of researcher for estab旭ished 
researchers
Administrative burden ｨ Reduce and simp旭ify
ｨ Tai旭or 旭ength of grant sections to eva旭uation type needed
Who is reviewing ｨ Pane旭 and externa旭 experts
ｨ Invest in the qua旭ity of the experts and pane旭q reviewers from other countries in most sma旭旭er countries
Interviews｠rebutta旭s ｨ More rebutta旭s in genera旭
Mobi旭ity ｨ Encourage mobi旭ity when reasonab旭e
ｨ Emphasize f旭exibi旭ityp 旭eaving the possibi旭ity to tai旭or to the individua旭 needs of project｠researcher
Diversity ｨ Increase fundsp and their diversityp for vu旭nerab旭e groups
ｨ Within projectsp demands for diversity shou旭d fit the project rather than attempt to meet preset standards
ｨ Within projectsp take into account different hierarchy 旭eve旭s within an organization
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